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Abstract 

This report describes a preliminary sociolinguistic survey (“rapid appraisal”) 
conducted December 14–17, 1998 in the Northwest Province of Cameroon. The 
research concerns the group of speech varieties which the Atlas Linguistique du 
Cameroun (ALCAM) classifies as the language “Ngwó” [861]. This survey was 
conducted as part of an overall goal of assessing the need for literacy and literature 
development in national languages throughout Cameroon. 

1. Introduction 

This report describes a preliminary sociolinguistic survey (“rapid appraisal”) 
conducted December 14–17, 1998 in the Njikwa Sub-division of the Momo Division 
of the Northwest Province of speech varieties which the Atlas Linguistique du 
Cameroun (ALCAM) classifies as the language “Ngwó” [861]. This survey was 
conducted as part of an overall goal of assessing the need for literacy and literature 
development in national languages throughout Cameroon. 

The research team was composed of: Dr. Domche-Teko Engelbert of the 
University of Yaounde I, Joseph Mbongue of the Cameroon Association for Bible 
Translation and Literacy (CABTAL), and Edward and Elizabeth Brye of the Société 
Internationale de Linguistique (SIL). Interns Jason and Kari Diller of SIL 
accompanied the team to observe the research process.  

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance and welcome that we received from 
regional and local government, church, and traditional leaders, without whose 
cooperation this mission would not have been possible. 

1.1 Names 

The people of Ngwo village say their people are called Widikum and their 
language is called Ngwo. Although inhabitants of various other villages say that they 
also belong to the Widikum ethnic group, the other villagers call themselves and their 
languages by a variety of other names, as summarised in table 1. We have not 
included the village of Bako in this table. We explain the reason for this in section 
2.2. 

Table 1: Names used by the various Widikum groups surveyed to identify 
themselves and their language 

 Village Name of people Name of Language  
 Ngwo Widikum Ngwo 
 Ikweri Ikwiti Egami-Ikwiti 
 Ekwebo Ekwebo Igama (or Muaghama)-Ekwebo  
 Banya Banyé Banyé 
 Konda Konda/Ikonda (plural) Konda Tigako (dialect name) 
 Bakwa Sasokubi Odzokubi 
 Basa Mishulengu Odzamagu  

To avoid confusion, we will use village names throughout this report to refer to 
the speech varieties studied as well as the populations who speak them. 
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1.2 Location and Population 

The Ngwo language is spoken in the Njikwa Sub-division of the Momo Division 
of the Northwest Province of the Republic of Cameroon. Table 2 lists the villages 
where ALCAM says the Ngwo language is spoken along with each village’s self-
reported population, the 1987 Census figures, and an estimated 1999 census figure.1 
Under the “self-reported population” column, we include two figures. The first is the 
current reported village population; then in parenthesis is the number of speakers of 
their language variety whom they say now live outside the village. 

Table 2: Population figures (self-reported, 1987 census, and 1999 estimated) 

  Self-reported 1987 Estimated 
 Village Population Census 1999 Census 

Ngwo 7,000 (+4,000) 4,790 6,750 
Njikwa Town*     --    932 1,313 
Ikweri 6,500 (+3,500)    584    823 
Ekwebo    226 (+130)      99    140 
Banya    200 (+500)    562    792 
Konda 7,500 (+2-3,000) 1,600 2,255 
Bakwa 1,000 (+2,000)    278    392 
Basa 1,000 (+2,000)    536    755 
Bako     --    599    844 
Amasi**    780 (+860)    305    430 
Ayi    500 (+750)    327    461  

TOTAL  24,706 (+16,740) 10,612 14,955  
* Njikwa Town, located very close to Ngwo village, is the subdivisional headquarters and has a mixed 
ethnic population. 
** A rapid appraisal study of Manta [ALCAM 804] conducted by Hamm and Assako A Tiati in July 
1999 revealed that the language variety spoken in the villages of Amasi and Ayi, until now classified 
under Manta, are probably dialects of Ngwo.  Therefore, we include their population figures here. 

If we compare the self-reported and 1999 estimated population columns, we are 
struck by a significant discrepancy between the two. The figures for Ngwo are fairly 
close. However, for Banya, the self-reported figure is quite a bit lower than either the 
1987 census figure or the 1999 estimate, and in all other cases where we have a self-
reported population, this number is significantly higher than even the estimated 
census figure. We are unsure how to account for this discrepancy. Unfortunately, we 
didn’t have the census figures when we did the survey and so we did not ask for an 
explanation for the differences. It appears that, for whatever reason, either the 1987 
census was inaccurate or the people have inaccurately estimated their own numbers. 
It is possible, but unlikely, that this area experienced phenomenal growth exceeding 
the national average. 

Whether acquired or inherent, there is some intercomprehension between the 
speech varieties of all these villages. Access to Njikwa and Ngwo is limited to two  

                                                            
1 According to the 1987 Census Publication (Demo 87:5), between 1976–1987 Cameroon experienced 
a 2.9 percent annual growth.  Assuming that the same 2.9 percent rate of growth has continued over the 
past twelve years and applies equally in the Njikwa Sub-division, we can estimate the 1999 population 
based on the 1987 figure. 
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rocky roads coming from Bamenda by way of Mbengwi. A 4-wheel drive vehicle is 
needed. Some of the villages surveyed are accessible with a 4-wheel drive, while 
others can be reached only by footpath. 

1.3 History of the Widikum People 

Speakers of Ngwo and the related speech varieties surveyed almost all trace their 
origins to the Widikum ethnic group of Balibu, towards Mamfe. They moved to their 
present locations more than 100 years ago. Those interviewed in Ngwo village 
pointed out that speakers of Ngishe (or “Diche”) [ALCAM 862], Menka [865], and 
Atong [805] are also of Widikum origin. The group which we interviewed from 
Ikweri also included Meta’ [864], Ngie [863], Manta (or “Banta”) [804], and Caka 
[893] among those whom they described as having Widikum origin. 

1.4 Linguistic Classification 

The Atlas Linguistique du Cameroun (ALCAM) lists one language, Ngwó+ under 
the code [861] and gives the following linguistic classification: Niger-Kordofan, 
Niger-Congo, Benoue-Congo, Bantoide, Bantou, Grassfield, Momo. The following 
are listed as dialects: Konda, Basa (Bassa), Ikweri (=Ekperi), Banya, Bako, and 
Okorobi (Dieu and Renaud 1983:352). 

The Ethnologue (Grimes 1996:211) also lists one language, called NGWO 
(NGWAW) with the following linguistic classification: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-
Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Wide Grassfields, Narrow 
Grassfields, Momo. The Ethnologue states that there are 31,000 speakers “together 
with Ngishe” and that the language includes the following dialects: NGWO (NGUNI, 
NGWAW, MIGUHNI, NGUNU), KONDA, BASA (BASSA), IKWERI (EKPERI), 
BANYA, BAKO, OKOROBI, ZANG. 

1.5 Previous Research  
In November 1989, another team conducted a linguistic and sociolinguistic 

survey in the Momo Division and collected preliminary data for Meta’ [ALCAM 
864], Moghamo [866], Ngie [863], Ngishe [Oshie, 862], and Ngwó [861]. A 
WORDSURV analysis done at that time yielded the following approximation at shared 
cognate percentages for Ngwo with the other languages: 

Table 3: Apparent cognate percentages between Ngwo and surrounding 
related languages. 

Meta’ Moghamo Ngie Ngishe 
Ngwo 63 63 62 62 

Recorded text testing of Meta’ speakers’ comprehension of the Ngwo language 
showed there to be 0 percent intelligibility (see Chesley and Starr 1990). 

The conclusion of the 1990 report concerning Ngwo was: “The Ngwo are 
definitely separated from all the other speech forms studied by the lack of 
comprehension and isolation expressed through their own responses, and the other 
groups’ responses, to the questions in the questionnaire” (Chesley and Starr 1990:11). 
The researchers recommended a further survey administering the Recorded Text Test 
(RTT) among Ngie, Ngishe, and Ngwo, and possibly between one of these languages 
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and Menka, Atong, Busam, and Ambele. Given the lack of information available to us 
which would be needed in deciding where and how to administer an RTT among the 
Ngwo, our team decided that a rapid appraisal study was first needed. 

1.6 Purpose of the Survey 

The specific purposes of this survey were: 
1. To make a preliminary assessment of the intercomprehension and attitudes 

between the speech forms currently classified under “Ngwó” [861] in 
ALCAM and under “Ngwo” in Ethnologue. 

2. To assess the vitality of these speech forms by looking at use of other 
languages, interest in language development, and other sociolinguistic 
factors. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Rapid Appraisal 

In this survey we employed the approach referred to as “rapid appraisal” (see 
Bergman 1991 and Stalder 1996). We conducted group and individual interviews 
using questionnaires and collected a list of 126 words from each village surveyed, 
using the ALCAM wordlist (see appendix for samples of the questionnaire and the 
wordlist). 

A rapid appraisal survey seeks information in the following three domains. 

2.1.1 Dialect situation 

What are the dialects of the languages being studied and what are the speakers’ 
perceptions of the degree of intercomprehension between groups? Speech varieties 
might be dialects of the same language if: 

a. the speakers perceive them as such and/or 
b. the speakers indicate that children as young as 5–6 understand other 

varieties. 

If not, the varieties might be separate languages for which comprehension is more 
or less easily acquired due to linguistic similarity and/or the degree of contact 
between speakers and the other varieties.  

Finally, a wordlist comparison using lexicostatistics also helps predict the degree 
of intercomprehension based on lexical similarity. 

2.1.2 Multilingualism 

What is the approximate level of comprehension and oral competence in the 
vehicular language or languages, as well as in languages geographically or 
linguistically close?  

2.1.3 Vitality and viability of the language 

What would be the potential success of a project to develop the local language? 
This may be revealed by the speakers’ own indications of the languages they use in 
each of the domains of their daily lives. For example, a key indicator of the vitality of 
a specific mother tongue is whether or not it is actively used in the home (between 
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parents and children, as well as between siblings) and in the village (in conversations 
between speakers of the mother tongue, as well as during traditional meetings). It is 
also very important to obtain an idea of the attitudes that members of the community 
hold toward the idea of developing the mother tongue. 

2.2 The “Ngwo” Survey 

In the survey among the Ngwo and related peoples, we conducted group 
interviews and collected wordlists in Ngwo and Njikwa of speakers from the villages 
of Ngwo, Banya, Basa, Konda, Bakwa, Ikweri, and Ekwebo. (Note: We were 
informed that no village or dialect called “Okorobi” exists but that the village of 
Bakwa is located where ALCAM places Okorobi.) Ideally, each group interview 
should include about ten to fifteen speakers, including both men and women of 
varying ages and should be conducted in the village being surveyed. This was the 
situation for the interview in Ngwo village of speakers from the Ngwo variety. 
However, since access to most of the other villages would be difficult and time 
consuming, our team opted to interview speakers from the villages of Konda, Ikweri, 
Ekwebo, Basa, Banya, and Bakwa who had trekked into Ngwo and Njikwa for market 
days. A drawback to this approach was that only between one to four speakers from 
each location (one male speaker each from Ikweri and Banya, at least four speakers 
including one female from Konda, and at least two male speakers of all the other 
varieties) were available for the group interviews. Another drawback was that 
because it was a busy day for these people and they did not want to spend a lot of 
time with us, they asked that we interview and take wordlists from representatives of 
two or three speech varieties at the same time. This situation may have influenced 
their responses. We interviewed the speakers from Konda, Ikweri, and Ekwebo 
together and the representatives of Basa and Bakwa together. Unfortunately, we were 
unable to find any Bako speakers to interview, and since Bako is several hours’ trek 
from the end of the motorable route, we opted to save gathering information directly 
from this group for a future survey. 

As part of our research into language use and local interest in language 
development, we also individually interviewed headmasters from the Government 
Secondary School and the Catholic Primary School in Njikwa and the Government 
Primary School in Ngwo, as well as church leaders of various churches in Njikwa and 
Ngwo.  

At the suggestion of the group we interviewed in Ngwo village, our team made a 
brief visit, by way of a very difficult, rocky road, to a village in the Atong [ALCAM 
805] language area approximately 11 kilometres from Ngwo. The Ngwo speakers felt 
that the language variety spoken there, which they referred to as “Menka,” was 
similar to theirs. We were unable to collect any reliable data. However, a team of SIL, 
CABTAL, and University of Yaounde I researchers conducted a study of Manta 
[ALCAM 804] in June of 1999 (see Hamm and Assako A Tiati, July 1999). This 
second team collected wordlists for Atong, as well as for Wando (Menka) [ALCAM 
865] and Amasi, a village located just inside the border of the language area ALCAM 
classifies as Manta and where people claim to be of Widikum origin. Because of their 
relatively high degree of lexical similarity with the speech varieties we surveyed, we 
will include these three lists in our lexicostatistical analysis.  
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3. Research Results 

In this section, we summarise the results of the survey in terms of the three 
domains listed above: Dialect situation (3.1), Multilingualism (3.2), and Vitality and 
Viability (3.3). 

3.1 Dialect Situation 

3.1.1 Results of lexicostatistics 

Our team collected an ALCAM list of 126 commonly used words for each of the 
seven locations studied. In order that responses could be verified on the spot, at least 
two representatives of each speech variety, with the exception of Ekwebo and Banya, 
were present. As explained in section 2.2, we elicited and recorded lists for Konda, 
Ikweri, and Ekwebo, as well as for Basa and Bakwa, simultaneously in joint sessions. 
With the help of Cameron Hamm of the SIL survey department, we submitted the 
wordlists, along with the three additional lists mentioned in the previous section, to a 
lexicostatistical comparison using the WORDSURV program (see Wimbish 1989). We 
grouped together words that were phonetically similar, enabling the program to 
produce the similarity percentage matrix shown in table 4. (Note: In our analysis, we 
decided to ignore items 9b “back of neck,” 13b “foot,” and 70b “hunger for meat” 
because it became evident that these speech varieties do not employ special terms for 
these concepts. Responses were literal descriptions linked to “neck,”, “leg,” and 
“hunger,” respectively.) See appendix C for a copy of the ALCAM Word List. 

Table 4: WORDSURV similarity percentages matrix 
Ekwebo  

99 Ikweri  
92 91 Banya  
89 90 84 Konda  
86 85 84 79 Basa  
83 84 80 86 77 Ngwo  
80 79 76 75 87 72 Bakwa  
83 83 79 83 78 84 74 Amasi  
66 66 63 65 61 71 61 72 Wando 
69 69 64 69 66 76 65 75 87 Atong 

The following matrix shows the amount of variance possible for each of the above 
percentages based on the “range of error” which must be allowed for. Thus, when the 
range of error is accounted for, the percentage of similarity between Banya and 
Ekwebo, for example, is actually somewhere between 87.1 percent (92 – 4.9) and 
96.9 percent (92 + 4.9).
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Table 5: Variance or “range of error” matrix 
Ekwebo 

1.6 Ikweri 
4.9 5.1 Banya 
5.3 5.3 6.6 Konda 
6.1 6.3 6.6 7.3 Basa 
6.7 6.6 7.1 6.1 7.5 Ngwo 
7.2 7.3 7.6 7.6 6.0 8.0 Bakwa 
6.7 6.6 7.2 6.6 7.4 6.4 7.9 Amasi 
8.4 8.4 8.6 8.5 8.6 8.0 8.7 8.0 Wando 
8.3 8.3 8.6 8.3 8.5 7.6 8.5 7.7 6.0 Atong 

When each variance figure from table 5 is added to the corresponding similarity 
percentage in table 4, the “upper confidence limit,” or highest possible similarity 
percentage, (see Bergman 1989:8.1.5) for each set of lists compared is obtained. Only 
two upper confidence limit percentages (Wando-Basa and Wando-Bakwa) fall below 
70 percent, and, in fact, if Wando and Atong are ignored all of the upper confidence 
limit percentages are at least 80 percent. None of the varieties fall below 70 percent 
similarity with Ngwo proper. According to Bergman (1989:8.1.6), if the percentage 
of lexical similarity at the upper confidence limit is below 70 percent, separate 
language programs are needed, but if it is 70 percent or higher, further data is needed. 
This implies both intelligibility testing and sociolinguistic data. 

3.1.2 Incorporating sociolinguistic data  

Sociolinguistic factors such as language attitudes, perceived comprehension, 
prestige, and even population size and location can be quite predictive of the potential 
success or failure of a language project involving multiple speech varieties (see 
Sadembouo 1989 and Brye 1992). The following chart summarises some of the 
sociolinguistic data that we collected from the group interviews, along with the 
highest lexical similarity percentages.  

In the first column we list the speech variety and population of speakers 
(including both their self-reported population and the estimated figure for 1999 based 
on the last census). In the second column, we present the two to four closest varieties 
lexically. In the third column, we list the speech varieties that the people perceive as 
most like their own. If the people said that the variety is exactly like their own, we list 
it as a “1.” If they said that there are slight differences in accent or vocabulary, we list 
it as “2.” We include in parentheses the age at which the people feel a child is able to 
comprehend the second variety, as this gives an idea of whether comprehension is 
inherent or acquired. According to Grimes (1987:40) quoting G. Kelley, children in a 
bilingual situation at the age of 6 are not likely to be fluent in two languages. 
Therefore, if children at the age of 5–6 understand a language variety when they hear 
it, this is probably an indication of inherent rather than acquired intelligibility, 
meaning that the two varieties could clearly be called dialects of the same language. 
Correspondingly, if it is not until children are older that they begin to comprehend the 
other variety, it is an indication that comprehension is learned with contact. In the 
fourth column we list the groups with whom these people speak their mother tongue. 
With the varieties which are not listed (except possibly for Ekwebo, which we did not 
always ask about since everyone said it was just like Ikweri), they use Pidgin to 
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communicate. Finally, in the last column we list the peoples’ two language 
development choices after their own. All groups chose their own speech variety to be 
developed first with the exception of Ekwebo who chose Ikweri as their first choice.  

Table 6: Summary of some of the sociolinguistic data with lexical similarity 
 Lexical Similarity People’s Perceived Communicate  People’s Language 
Speech Variety:  Percentages  Comprehension Using the MT  Development Choice 
 
Ikweri (pop. 6,500 1. Ekwebo (99)  2. Ekwebo (age 5–6) Ekwebo, Basa,  1. Konda 
 or 823) 2. Banya (91)      Banya (age 5–6) Banya  2. Ngwo 
 3. Konda (90)     Basa (age 5–6) (Depends on 
 4. Basa (85)   degree of con- 
    tact in other 
    cases) 
     
Ekwebo (pop. 226 1. Ikweri (99) 1. Ikweri (age 5–6) Ikweri, Konda, 1. Ikweri 
 or 140) 2. Banya (92) 2. Konda (age 11) Basa  2. Banya 
 3. Konda (89)     Basa (age 11) 
 4. Basa (86) 
 
Banya (pop. 200 1. Ikweri/Ekw (92) 1. Ikweri (age 5–6) Ikweri, Konda, 1. Ikweri 
 or 792) 2. Konda (84) 2. Konda (age 5–6) Bako 
 3. Basa (84)     Bako (age 5–6) 
 
Konda (pop. 7,500 1. Ikweri/Ekw (90) 1. Amasi (age 5–6)* All, depending  1. Ikweri 
 or 2,255) 2. Ngwo (86) 2. All others (age 15–20) on contact  2. Ngwo 
 3. Banya (84) 
 4. Amasi (83) 
 
Basa (pop. 1,000 1. Bakwa (87) 2. Bakwa (age 5–6) Ikweri, Banya, 1. Ekwebo 
 or 755) 2. Ikweri/Ekw(86)    Ikweri/Ekwebo (age 5–6) Ekwebo  2. Banya 
 3. Banya (84)     Banya (age 5–6) 
               
Bakwa (pop. 1,000 1. Basa(87) 2. Basa (age 5–6) Basa  1. Basa  
 or 392) 2. Ikweri/Ekwebo (80)     2. Ekwebo 
 
Ngwo (pop. 7,000 1. Konda (86) 2. Konda (age 18) Konda, Basa, 1. Konda 
 or 6,750) 2. Ikweri/Ekw(84)     Ikweri (age 18) Ikweri 2. Ikweri 
 3. Amasi (84)      Basa (age 18) 
* When asked in which village(s) the people speak exactly like they do, the Konda people listed Amasi.  
We did not directly ask whether children as young as 5–6 from these two villages could understand 
each other, but their assertion that they speak exactly alike implies this.  When asked in which villages 
the people speak with slight differences in accent or vocabulary, they listed all the other villages and 
said that comprehension with speakers from these villages begins between the ages of 15–20. 

The situation is clearly complex and suggests the need for a follow-up study. 
However, we can make a few observations and suggest a tentative grouping of the 
speech varieties studied.  

For the most part, the language varieties people chose as ones they would like to 
see developed after their own (column 5) correspond with those which they 
understand best and are closest to in lexical similarity. An exception is the case of 
Ikweri that chose the two other varieties with the bigger self-reported populations 
rather than the varieties spoken by the reportedly smaller groups with which they 
seem to be mutually intelligible. All three bigger (based on self-reporting) groups, in 
fact, chose each other as development choices, and this despite the fact that other 
reported factors would indicate that comprehension is acquired with contact rather 
than strictly inherent. It is interesting to note too that the relatively small (again based 
on self-reporting) groups of Basa and Bakwa named Ekwebo rather than Ikweri as 
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language development choices. Perhaps this indicates their desire not to be absorbed 
by a larger group.  

Based on all of the above information, we suggest tentatively grouping the speech 
varieties into three groups. Whether these should be considered as separate languages 
or dialects of one language will need to be decided based on further study. The data at 
this point seems to indicate that comprehension between the groups is acquired rather 
than inherent, but the rate of acquired comprehension may be high, possibly 
indicating the presence of what Brown (1998:17) calls bidialectalism or 
multidialectalism. Attitudes among the various groups towards each another tend to 
be positive. 

Table 7: Tentative language/dialect groupings 
 Group 1      Group 2    Group 3 

Ikweri (pop. 6,500 or 823)      Konda (pop. 7,500 or 2,255)      Ngwo (pop. 7,000) 
Ekwebo (pop. 226 or 140)    Amasi? (pop. 780 or 430)  
Banya (pop. 200 or 792)   Ayi? (pop. 500 or 461) 
Basa (pop. 1,000 or 755) 
Bakwa (pop. 1,000 or 392) 
Bako? (pop. 844) 

We have put question marks next to Bako, Amasi, and Ayi since we did not 
interview these groups directly. Our decision to place them in these groups, therefore, 
is based on what others reported and not on their own perceptions or reported 
opinions.  

If a joint language development program including all these speech varieties were 
to be promoted, several factors would point to the Ngwo variety as being the best 
choice for a reference dialect. These include:  

• the fact that this variety is spoken principally in Ngwo village, which is 
essentially a quarter of Njikwa, the administrative center of the subdivision, 

• that Ngwo is the only village with direct access to a main road, 
• that it has the largest population (based on the census), 
• and that it is the only variety with a history of language development efforts 

(see 3.3.2.3). 

3.2 Multilingualism 

In this section, we will examine the degree of reported comprehension that 
speakers of Ngwo and the other speech varieties in Njikwa Subdivision have of the 
other languages with which they have contact. 

3.2.1 Bordering languages 

In all the group interviews, we asked the question: Which language do you use 
when speaking with speakers of Meta’, Mundum, Ngie, Ngishe, Manta, Ihatum, 
Batomo, Menka, Atong, Caka, and Beba? (Note: these are the languages bordering 
the group of varieties that ALCAM lists as “Ngwó.”) In each case, the response was 
the same. Pidgin English, the language of wider communication, is always used with 
these groups, even the ones which some interviewees say share the same origins with 
Ngwo. This strongly indicates that there is little or no intercomprehension, either 
inherent or acquired, between Ngwo and these languages. 
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3.2.2 Vehicular and official languages 

Nothing indicates a widespread fluency in English or French, nor is there any 
indication that this will change soon. Even though English is the language of 
instruction in the schools and all villages report a 100 percent attendance rate in the 
primary schools, only about half of those who complete primary school go on to 
secondary school, and even fewer attend university. The level of competence in 
English will probably remain limited unless secondary school attendance increases.  

Pidgin English is widely used, but for no village except Bakwa did those 
interviewed say that their youth were using it or any other language more than they 
were using the mother tongue. The people of Bakwa indicated that their youth tend to 
use Pidgin more than they use their mother tongue, something they see as good, but 
they also indicated that they believe their children will continue to speak Bakwa even 
when they are old. The level of competence in Pidgin would be hard to measure in 
practice, since it is not a standardised language. 

3.3 Vitality and Viability 

Following is a summary of how those interviewed report their language use in 
different domains of life (3.3.1) and of their expressed attitudes toward their language 
and its potential for development (3.3.2). 

3.3.1 Language use 

3.3.1.1 At home and in other everyday domains 

Almost all those interviewed reported exclusive use of the mother tongue (MT) in 
the home, with friends of the same age, and in the fields. In Banya, Pidgin is also 
used in the home. 

3.3.1.2 At the markets and dispensary 

Speakers from Ngwo, Basa and Ekwebo report using the MT exclusively at local 
markets, and those from Ikweri, Bakwa and Konda say they use the MT along with 
Pidgin. The Banya person interviewed said that in his village people use only Pidgin 
at the local market. At the larger market, Basa and Ngwo speakers reported using 
their MT with Pidgin. Interviewees from all the other villages said they use only 
Pidgin. All villages said they use only Pidgin at the dispensary, as well, probably 
because those working at the dispensary do not speak the local language.  

3.3.1.3 In school 

In the schools, English is the language of instruction, but the interviewees 
reported that in most of the villages children speak the MT among themselves at 
recess, sometimes along with Pidgin. In Bakwa and in Njikwa, the children tend to 
use Pidgin. 

3.3.1.4 In church 

Church denominations in the villages surveyed include the Roman Catholic 
Church, Presbyterian Church of Cameroon, Full Gospel Church, Apostolic Church, 
and the Baptist Church. In some of these, particularly the Presbyterian churches, the 
MT is used for prayer, some songs, and an interpretation of the sermon. Most, 
however, use Pidgin or Grammar English (i.e., standard English) exclusively. 
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3.3.2 Attitudes 

3.3.2.1 Attitudes toward the mother tongue 

All of the groups we interviewed expressed a positive attitude toward their MT 
and a desire to learn to read and write in it. 

3.3.2.2 Continued existence of the mother tongue 

When asked if they thought people would continue to speak the MT by the time 
their small children get married and when these same children are old, the response 
from all those interviewed was an enthusiastic “yes!” However, a man from the 
village of Basa said that parents there are “making an effort” to see that their children 
continue to use the MT, which may be an indication that they feel their MT is 
threatened. Interviewees from Ikweri and Konda also indicated that their youth are 
mixing the MT with Pidgin or English, but all those from the other locations did not 
see this as occurring.  

At this point, it does not appear that the populations are shifting significantly 
towards the use of English in place of the MT. In every location except Banya parents 
report that they are happy to hear their children using English. However, despite the 
fact that 100 percent of children in all the villages attend primary school, where 
English is the language of instruction, in most locations only about 50 percent of the 
children go on to secondary school. The exceptions are in the village of Konda where 
those interviewed felt that about 75 percent continue on to secondary school and in 
Banya where more than half do so.  

Nowhere, except in Bakwa, is it felt that the youth are using another language 
more than the MT. Those interviewed from Bakwa indicated that their youth are 
using Pidgin more than the MT. They feel this is good since it allows them to speak to 
more people when they are out of their own village. 

3.3.2.3 Standardisation efforts 

A calendar with the days of the week and the national anthem are written in 
Ngwo. None of the other varieties have anything written. There is no literacy program 
for any of the varieties, including Ngwo, but the Ngwo Cultural and Development 
Association has identified the need to start one. All those interviewed indicated they 
would be willing to participate in a MT literacy program. Most said that if books or 
materials were produced in another dialect, they would allow their children to learn to 
read in it, depending on the dialect. Those from Bakwa said they would not accept 
materials written in Ngwo, and the man interviewed from Basa said he would be 
unwilling to have his children become literate in any dialect but Basa.  

3.3.2.4 Migration and intermarriage 

Many young people stay in the village after leaving school. Those who leave the 
village tend to be the few who complete secondary school and who have the means to 
attend university. 

Most of those interviewed said there are few or no restrictions regarding 
intermarriage. Some mentioned, however, that they do not intermarry with the 
herdsman migrating down from the north.  

Basa and Bakwa report that no foreigners live among them, but in all the other 
locations there are some. In Ngwo they number as much as 25 percent of the 
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population, but those interviewed felt that eventually these immigrants, who come 
from other areas of Cameroon and from Nigeria to trade and farm, learn Ngwo. Thus, 
their presence poses no threat to the MT. In Ikweri and Konda, immigrants also tend 
to eventually learn the MT. 

3.3.3 Development potential: Watters’ socioeconomic factors  

John Watters (1989) identifies the following as important:  
1. Homogeneity of the linguistic community (social cohesion). 
2. Openness of the community to change and to better living conditions. 
3. Presence at the local level of a middle-aged leadership.  

In this section we will consider what the responses of the various groups interviewed 
indicate with regard to these factors outlined by Watters. 

3.3.3.1 Homogeneity of the linguistic community (social cohesion) 

Watters (1989:6.7.3) states, “the more homogenous a given community is the 
more chance there is for success in motivating broad based participation in the 
development of the language and in a mass literacy program in that community.” 
Watters adds that various dimensions, and not any one dimension alone, must be 
considered in determining the homogeneity of a community. 

Linguistic: As we have seen, the speech varieties covered in this survey share a 
relatively high degree of lexical similarity, high enough to suggest the possibility of a 
shared language development program. Self-reported comprehension and language 
use patterns among the various communities, however, suggest that 
intercomprehension is not always inherent. The fact that many groups report using 
Pidgin to communicate with speakers of other varieties is evidence of this. A further 
indication is found in several assertions, especially by Konda and Ngwo speakers, 
that children do not understand other varieties until they begin to approach adulthood. 
Between all the varieties that we propose for Group 1 there appears to be inherent 
intelligibility in at least one direction, if not in both. And between the three proposed 
groups there is apparently a significant amount of acquired comprehension.  

Geographic: Each of the villages is isolated from some or all of the others for at least 
part of the year. As mentioned previously in this report, the research team had to 
conduct most of the interviews in the village of Njikwa because of difficult access to 
the villages. It is obvious, however, that at least some of the people of each of these 
villages are in regular contact with the others. The Njikwa and Ngwo markets are two 
avenues for such contact.  

Religious: With the exception of Bakwa, all villages claim that the majority of their 
inhabitants adhere to Christianity. Those interviewed from Bakwa said that less than 
half the population there is Christian. The Konda speakers said that 75 percent of the 
population is Christian and the other 25 percent are animist. Ngwo, Banya and 
Ekwebo have Muslim foreigners living among them. 

Cultural: The villages share a similar heritage in that they all come from the Widikum 
ethnic group. As reported in section 3.3.2.4, immigrants from other ethnic groups tend 
to integrate into the local communities rather than posing a threat to cultural 
cohesiveness. 
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Economic: Most inhabitants of each of the villages are subsistence farmers who 
gather weekly to buy and sell goods at the Njikwa and Ngwo markets.  

Political: Administratively, all these villages are in the Njikwa Sub-division of the 
Northwest Province of Cameroon, and their local political structures are similar. 

To summarize, although the villages of the Njikwa Sub-division are somewhat 
isolated from one another geographically and, in some cases, linguistically, many 
other linguistic and social factors draw them together. 

3.3.3.2 Openness of the community to change and to better living conditions 

All of the communities we interviewed have a positive attitude towards change 
and bettering their living conditions. They all report that when their inhabitants are 
seriously ill they go to the dispensary, although some also visit traditional doctors. All 
the communities also report that they have a development committee involved in 
activities ranging from road and bridge construction and maintenance to building 
classrooms and community halls and giving agricultural help. Finally, the fact that 
100 percent of the children attend primary school and that parents are happy to know 
that their children are learning English speaks positively about the desire of these 
communities to better their conditions. 

3.3.3.3 Presence at the local level of a middle-aged leadership 

In our interviews we asked three questions concerning local leadership: 
1. Where do most of the leaders of the village live? 
2. Approximately how old are they? 
3. When these leaders are gone, will there be others to take their place? 

Nearly all answered that most of their leaders live in or near the village. The Fon of 
Ngwo, however, has a house in Bamenda in addition to his palace in the village, and 
he stays mainly in Bamenda. The leaders range in age from 25 to 60, with all the 
villages having some leaders present who are around 40 years old. All those 
interviewed said they believe that when these present leaders are gone there will be 
others to take their place. 

In conclusion, the community currently classified as “Ngwó” in ALCAM and 
“Ngwo” in the Ethnologue fits the description of what Watters calls a “changing 
community,” because it is basically homogenous, open to change, and has a middle-
aged leadership still present. Watters (1989:6.7.9) asserts that a positive presence of 
these factors points toward a “greater…possibility for a widespread community 
participation in the development and implementation of a mass language program and 
for the longterm use of the language in written form.”  

4. Past, Current, or Planned Language Development Activities  

As we explained in section 3.3.2.3, Ngwo is the only one of the groups 
interviewed which has anything written in the MT. These materials include a 
calendar, the national anthem, and some unprinted songs. None of the groups has a 
literacy program for the MT, but all agree they would be willing to participate in one. 
The Ngwo Cultural and Development Association has agreed that a literacy program 
in Ngwo should be introduced.  

Neither SIL nor CABTAL has ever worked in Ngwo or the other speech varieties 
covered in this survey. The National Association for Cameroonian Language 
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Committees (NACALCO) has no record of ever having had contact with a language 
committee from Ngwo.  

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

5.1 Brief Summary  

The speech varieties currently classified as “Ngwó” in ALCAM and “Ngwo” in 
Ethnologue fall into three groups based to some extent on lexical similarity but 
particularly on reported comprehension. Attitudes between all the groups tend to be 
positive.  

The MT holds a place of primary importance in the lives of these peoples and 
nothing indicates that this will change anytime soon. In all locations attitudes toward 
the MT and the desire to see it written are positive. Although the villages tend to be 
isolated from one another geographically, and thus also linguistically to varying 
degrees, there appears to be good potential for cooperation in a language development 
program. 

 

5.2 What Next? 

We recommend that a language development project based out of Ngwo be 
started, but prior to or during the initial stages of the project the following additional 
research should be carried out: 

1. Testing of intercomprehension between Ngwo, Ikweri, and Konda. 
2. A more careful study, possibly including comprehension testing, to 

determine how Banya, Basa, Bakwa, Bako, Amasi, and Ayi would best be 
served by a language development program. 

3. Exploration of the potential for cooperation in a joint language program 
including all the varieties studied in this report, even if further research 
reveals that comprehension between some groups tends to be acquired 
rather than inherent. Included in this should be the identification of a name 
(Widikum?) for the language to be developed which will unite the 
communities expected to use the same standard. 
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Appendix A: ALCAM Linguistic Map of Western Ring Road Area 
 

 
 

(Dieu et Renaud 1983:401) 
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Appendix B: Questionnaires 
 
     GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE 
          (December 1998) 
 
       Notes taken by: _______________    Date:_______________ 
       Interviewer: _______________     Time:_______________ 
Researchers present: _______________ 
Information: 
 Village (note on the map):_______________________________________________ 
 Division:_____________________________________________________________ 
 Sub-division:__________________________________________________________ 
 Population: 
  internal:___________________ 
  external:___________________ 

Type: (traditional chiefs)_________________________________________________ 
Origins of the Ngwó  people?____________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
2) DIALECTOLOGY: 
 
 - name of the people:    - name of the language: 
 - villages (on the map) 
 
 -villages where more than one language is spoken: 
 
 - grouping of  villages according to dialect: 
 
Exactly the same 
 

Differences in accent or 
vocabulary  

Difficult Hinders comprehension 

 
 
 
 

   

 
3)  Linguistically related speech varieties:  inter-comprehension     ORDER OF COMPREHENSION 
Language 
Variety 

You 
Speak 

They 
speak 

Slowly 
normally 

Comprehension 
 

 Age 

one  
people 

? 

attitude   towards  
standardization 

Ngwo   s    n     
Konda    s    n     
Basa   s    n     
Ikweri   s    n     
Banya   s    n     
Bako   s    n     
Orokobi   s    n     
        
        
 
LINGUISTIC ATTITUDES                                  

 MT Meta’  

Would you like your children 
to learn to read/write in… 

   

MT taught in the primary 
schools 

   

Would you like to learn to 
read/write in…  
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Where is your language spoken the best?  

If your language were to be developed, which dialects/varieties would you choose? 

 

1st 2nd 3rd 
 
4) Non-linguistically related speech varieties:   MULTILINGUALISM   
 
LANGUAGE 
 

You 
Speak 

they speak slowly 
normally 

Comprehension 
 

  Age 

One 
people 

? 

attitude  towards 
standardization 

Meta’        
Mundum   s    n     
Ngie   s    n     
Ngishe   s    n     
Manta   s    n     
Ihatum   s    n     
Batomo   s    n     
Menka   s    n     
Atong   s    n     
Caka   s    n     
Beba   s    n     
 
Which of these languages resembles yours? 
 
Would you like to learn to read in this language?                 Why? 
 
What ties link you to these languages? 
 
Do you have the same origin? 
 
Do you speak English everyday in this village? 
 
Which of the following groups speaks it the best:  the youth? 
      the adult men?                the adult women?                     
 

VITALITY   AND  VIABILITY 
6) Migration and intermarriage 
 
 -intermarriage? (between whom) 
 
   -restrictions?  
 
YOUTH: 
 - do the majority attend school?    
  1)Primary: (%) 
  2)Secondary: (%) 
 
 - are there children who come from other locations to attend school here?  
 
 - what do the majority of young people do after finishing school? 
 
FOREIGNERS : 
 
 - Are there foreigners coming to live here?                         Why?                                       Are they 

numerous?  
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 - What language do you speak with them? 
 
7) Language use 
       Which languages are used most often in the village? 
 
   MT Pidgin English Meta’  

DOMESTIC      
In the home      
With friends (same age)      
In the field      
At the local market      
At the big market      
At the dispensary      

SCHOOL      
During recess      
In class      
Instruction      

CHURCH      
Prayers      
Songs      
Sermon       
 
% CHRISTIANS 
% MUSLIMS 
% OTHERS 
 
8) “Language Shift” :  Indications 

 Do you think that the youth from here speak another language more than they speak Ngwó  (MT)?                 
Which language(s)? 

Is this a good thing or not?                       Why? 

Do you think the youth mix the mother tongue with Pidgin or English?                        If  yes, is this good or bad? 

Are parents happy to hear their children using English? 

If not, why not? 

 

Do you think people will continue to speak Ngwó  (MT):? 
- when the children who are now small get married? 

 
 - when these same children are old? 
 
9) Standardization efforts 

 Would you like to see your mother tongue written? 

 Has anything been written in your language?  (For example, songs, prayers, portions of the Bible or 
other books?)  

If  books or materials were to be produced in another dialect, would you allow your children to learn to 
read and write in this dialect? 

 
 Is there a literacy program for your language (MT)? 
 
 If there were such a program, would you be willing to participate? 
 
10) Watters’ three sociolinguistic factors 
 
    a) Homogeneity of the linguistic community (social cohesion) 
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 Are there certain villages which are cut off from the others during the rainy season, such that people 
cannot go to market or participate in celebrations?   

 

    b) Positive attitude towards change   

 Do many people go to the dispensary when they are seriously ill?   If not, why not?  
 
 
  Is there a committee for development here?  What are their current activities or projects?  
 
    c) Presence of leadership between 35 and 50 years old at the local level 

 - Where do most of the leaders of the village live? 

 - Approximately how old are they? 

- When these leaders are gone, will there be others to take their place?  

-  
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CHURCH LEADERS  

 
Language use in the churches 
 

  Inform yourselves in advance about the denominations present in the area and the geographical location of the 
churches.  Language use may vary according to whether a church is located in a rural or urban area.   

 
What percentage of the population attends church regularly?   (1/2, 2/3, etc.) 
 
During church services in which language is the Bible read?   
 
Do any people read their own Bible at home?  In which language?  
 
Which language(s) are used for:  
 - songs? 
 
 -Bible reading?  Is it translated into Ngwó?    Why? 
 
 -announcements?  Are these translated into other languages?  Why? 
 
 - the sermon?  Is it translated into Ngwó?  Prepared in advance?   Phrase by phrase or  

in resumé form at the end?  Why is it translated? 
 
Does the presence of foreigners require you to use another language? 
 
Are there people who don’t understand the languages used in church? 
 
Are there meetings for youth?  Which language is used for these meetings?  
 
Are there Bible studies?  Which language is used?   
 
What do you think about the use of a Language of Wider Communication in church?   
 
What do you think about the (present and eventual) use of the mother tongue in church? 
 
Is a translation of the Bible absolutely needed?  Why?   
 
What contribution could you make to this project?   
 
Are there non-Christian religious groups in this village? 
 
Are there other Christian denominations?              If yes, which ones? 
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Would you be willing to work in close collaboration with the other Christian denominations?   
 
When was this church established in this village? 
 
How many members are in your church? 
 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SCHOOL OFFICIALS 
 
Up to which level are courses offered in this school? 
 
How many students are in each class? 
 
Primary School     Secondary School 
Class 1:     Form 1: 
Class 2:     Form 2: 
Class 3:     Form 3: 
Class 4:     Form 4: 
Class 5:     Form 5: 
Class 6:     Upper 6th: 
Class 7:     Lower 6th: 
 
College: 
 
What percentage of the students belong to the Ngwó language group? 
 
Do you have the impression that most of the Ngwó students come to school? 
 
From how many kilometers away do the students come to school? 
 
How many students continue their education after finishing school here?  Where must they go to continue their 
education? 
 
Which language do you use most often in class?  Which language do the students use when they don’t understand 
something?  Do you sometimes use the Ngwó mother tongue? 
 
Which language(s) do you use most often during recess to speak with the children? 
 
Which language do the children use most often to speak with each other during recess? 
 
Would you like to see the mother tongue introduced as a language of instruction in the school? 
 
What role would you be able to play in the development of the Ngwó language? 
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Appendix C: ALCAM Wordlist 
 
Ekwebo  
  
1    mouth e$tSu$ 
2    eye e$j´èziè 
3    head A$tHuè 
4    hair njç'tHuè 
5    tooth e$sçèç# 
6    tongue e$nEèmEè 
7    nose dZ¨èvi 
8    ear A$twç$Ngû 
9    neck (front and back)      e$mwê 
10   back of neck tSi$m è́mwE^ 
11   throat gièaèdç$çè 
12   breast eèbeèneè 
13   arm/hand AèbwE^ 
14   claw wufunjA$m $́ 
15   nail (of hand) wuèfuèbwe ̂
16   leg A$wuè 
17   foot A$wuè 
18   buttock A$biAntSç$ 
19   belly e$nj¨Â 
20   navel e$tHçèçè 
21   intestines/insides         seètwÊ 
22   blood AènEèmmE# 
23   urine eèntsEè»s #́ 
24   bone A$ƒoèf #́ 
25   skin gwAèhE& 
26   wing e$bAèpe$ 
27   feather e$vi^ 
28   horn e$dçèç# 
29   tail eèwhçèn è́ 
30   human being wu$lu$ 
31   man (male) wA$noèmoè 
32   woman waöZe$ 
33   husband e$noèmoè 
34   child wAène# 
35   name eèxh è̈meè 
36   sky e$Zuèu# 
37   night e$Zime^ 
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38   moon e$tAèA# 
39   sun e$tS è̈zhû 
40   wind e$fuèfu# 
41   cloud m$pAè'seè 
42   dew gE$siè 
43   rain e$mbçèç# 
44   ground tS¨E ̂
45   sand e$wuètu$ 
46   path gi$ 
47   water mwç# 
48   stream (river) mwç# 
49   house nçè 
50   fire e$wièziè 
51   firewood eèwEèwizi$ 
52   smoke e$njièke# 
53   ash Aèbuèr #́ 
54   knife eèbi 
55   rope eènièke# 
56   spear eèƒç# 
57   war (fight) bièri# 
58   animal njA$me$ 
59   meat e$du$gu$ 
60   dog buèAk $́hE$ 
61   elephant A$Nkçè 
62   goat e$bh¨è 
63   bird feèneène# 
63   tortoise DISQUALIFIED 
65   snake dZweè 
66   fish e$dukbA# 
67   (head) louse Nèku$nuè 
68   egg buèmAèkwçè'ç# 
69   tree A$Zwièri 
70   bark gwç^Zwièri 
71   root e$ƒAè 
72   leaf f è́fAè 
73   salt f è́NgwAèA# 
74   fat tseèfoèmoè 
75   hunger (general) tsç#ç# 
76   hunger (for meat)          tsç&du$guè 
77   iron (the metal) AètEèneè 
78   one A$mo$'oè 
79   two e$fi$ 
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80   three e$trA$ 
81   four e$hwA$ 
82   five e$tAène$ 
83   six nomfuè 
84   seven A$buèhu$bAètrAè 
85   eight NgièhwA$ 
86   nine tAènehwA$ 
87   ten e$ƒ è́m è́ 
88   come ZEè'Eè 
89   send (someone) tHuèmuè 
90   walk gwE^ 
91   fall e$gu^ 
92   leave njièniè 
93   fly nAèƒ $́rA# 
94   pour gi$Eè 
95   strike ƒ è̈r´è 
96   bite noèmoè 
97   wash (transitive) swu$́ è 
98   split (wood) SAèndeè 
99   give nA$'Aè 
100  steal Dzi 
101  squeeze KAème 
102  cultivate fE$Eè 
103  bury (transitive) khièriè 
104  burn (transitive) tç$noè 
105  eat nEè 
106  drink njçè 
107  vomit tH è̈siè 
108  suck sçèsçè 
109  spit (saliva) tH &̈ 
110  blow (on) foèfoè 
111  swell mu$ruè 
112  give birth bEè 
113  die xh #̈ 
114  kill viè 
115  push tièn è́ 
116  pull Si$neè 
117  sing koènoè 
118  play (a game) mweèteè 
119  be afraid AèfAènA$ 
120  want zAèmeè 
121  say ƒA$mAè 
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122  see zeèneè 
123  show tHEè'Eè 
124  hear Zuè 
125  know nE$'keè 
 nE$'keè 
126  count tAè 
  
  
Ikweri  
  
1    mouth e$tSu$ 
2    eye e$je$ziè 
3    head A$tHuè 
4    hair Nçè'tHuè 
5    tooth e$sç# 
6    tongue e$nEèmE$ 
7    nose dZ¨èvi 
8    ear A$twçè̃ gçè 
9    neck (front and back)      e$miE^ 
10   back of neck TSi$m´èmiE 
11   throat gi$aèdç$çè 
12   breast eèbeèn 
13   arm/hand Aèbi&E^ 
14   claw e$wuèfuènjAm $́ 
15   nail (of hand) e$wuèfuèbiÊ 
16   leg A$wuè 
17   foot A$wuè 
18   buttock A$biAntSç ̂
19   belly e$NwA^ 
20   navel e$tHçè 
21   intestines/insides         ts è́twE ̂
22   blood a$nEèmEè 
23   urine eèntsEè»E 
24   bone A$ƒ è́f è́ 
25   skin gwuèAwh¨ è́ 
26   wing e$bAèpe$ 
27   feather eèvi^ 
28   horn ndçè 
29   tail eèkwçèn´ 
30   human being wu$lu$ 
31   man (male) wA$noèmoè 
32   woman wAZi ̂
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33   husband e$neèm 
34   child wAèn 
35   name e$xh è̈m $́ 
36   sky eèZuè 
37   night e$Zimi^ 
38   moon e$tAè 
39   sun e$tSuèzhu# 
40   wind Aèf $́ 
41   cloud m$pAè'seè 
42   dew gE$siè 
43   rain m$bç 
44   ground tSwE ̂
45   sand e$wuèdu$ 
46   path gi$ 
47   water mwç# 
48   stream (river) mwç# 
49   house nEè 
50   fire e$wièsiè 
51   firewood e$wEèwièsiè 
52   smoke e$njike$ 
53   ash A#buèr è̈ 
54   knife eèbi 
55   rope eènièke# 
56   spear e$ƒç# 
57   war (fight) bièriè 
58   animal njA$me$ 
59   meat e$duèguè 
60   dog buèçkuèkwç# 
61   elephant A$Nkçè 
62   goat e$bh¨è 
63   bird fe$ne#n 
63   tortoise DISQUALIFIED 
65   snake dZweè 
66   fish duèkbAè 
67   (head) louse NèkwÂn è́ 
68   egg eèbuèmAèkwç'ç 
69   tree A$z è́r #́ 
70   bark gwç^z è́r è́ 
71   root eèƒAè 
72   leaf f è́fAè 
73   salt f è́NgwA# 
74   fat ts è́foèmoè 
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75   hunger (general) e$tsç$ 
76   hunger (for meat) tsç&du$guè 
77   iron (the metal) A$tEènEè 
78   one A$mo$'oè 
79   two e$fi$ 
80   three e$trA$ 
81   four e$kwA$ 
82   five e$tAène$ 
83   six n´mfuè 
84   seven A$bièkwA$ 
85   eight e$fA$Aè 
86   nine tHAèneèkwA$ 
87   ten e$ƒ è́m 
88   come ZEè'Eè 
89   send (someone) tHuèmuè 
90   walk gwE^ 
91   fall e$gu$ 
92   leave njièniè 
93   fly NAèƒA#nA# 
94   pour gE& 
95   strike ƒ è̈r´è 
96   bite noèm 
97   wash (transitive) Si$uè 
98   split (wood) sAèndeè 
99   give nA$'Aè 
100  steal DZi 
101  squeeze kAèm 
102  cultivate nAèfi 
103  bury (transitive) khièriè 
104  burn (transitive) tç$noè 
105  eat niè 
106  drink Nçè 
107  vomit tH è̈siè 
108  suck sçèsçè 
109  spit (saliva) tH &̈ 
110  blow (on) foèfuè 
111  swell mu$ruè 
112  give birth nAèbi^ 
113  die xh è̈ 
114  kill viè 
115  push tièn è́ 
116  pull Si$neè 
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117  sing kwAènoè 
118  play (a game) miE$tiè 
119  be afraid fAène$ 
120  want A$zA$mAè 
121  say ƒAèmeè 
122  see zeèneè 
123  show tHEè'Eè 
124  hear Zuè 
125  know nE$'keè 
126  count tAè 
  
  
Konda  
  
1    mouth e$tso$ 
2    eye e$ƒ è́ 
3    head A$toè 
4    hair njoètoè 
5    tooth ièsç# 
6    tongue e$n $́meè 
7    nose e$Z è̈ 
8    ear A$kiçè 
9    neck (front and back)      ime ̂
10   back of neck dzu$mo$mE ̂
11   throat NdZE$ndçèç$ 
12   breast e$b è́n 
13   arm/hand A$bwçè 
14   claw e$wçènjiA^ 
15   nail (of hand) e$wçèbwç̂ 
16   leg A$wu# 
17   foot A$wu# 
18   buttock A$bwçènji& 
19   belly e$bûn 
20   navel e$tHç# 
21   intestines/insides         tikw è́ 
22   blood AènEèm 
23   urine TintsE^ 
24   bone khAèƒ¨E 
25   skin gwçèwh¨ è́ 
26   wing e$bAèpe$ 
27   feather eèwièli$ 
28   horn n$dçè 
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29   tail ièkwçèn´ 
30   human being wuèlu$ 
31   man (male) wA$noèm 
32   woman wA$ji^ 
33   husband eènoèm 
34   child wAèn 
35   name e$kuèm 
36   sky e$zo# 
37   night Nkwo^ 
38   moon eètA# 
39   sun e$ts¨èz #̈ 
40   wind if è́o# 
41   cloud m$pAè'a# 
42   dew e$gièÊ 
43   rain m$b $̈ 
44   ground nSi 
45   sand Nk´ègwoè 
46   path ndZi$ 
47   water eèg¨èm 
48   stream (river) eèg¨èm 
49   house e$n è̈ 
50   fire eèwièi# 
51   firewood e$wE^wii 
52   smoke eènièk 
53   ash AèbEèlEè 
54   knife f è́biè 
55   rope eèneèk´$ 
56   spear iƒç# 
57   war (fight) e$bleè 
58   animal njÂ 
59   meat njÂ 
60   dog e$bhuè 
61   elephant A$Nkçè 
62   goat e$bh¨è 
63   bird f $́n #́n 
63   tortoise DISQUALIFIED 
65   snake e$dZ¨ 
66   fish e$b #̈ 
67   (head) louse nièNkwA#n 
68   egg eèbu$m è́g #̈ 
69   tree Aèz è́l 
70   bark Nègwç^z´l 
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71   root eèƒAè 
72   leaf eèfwç^ 
73   salt f è́NgwA# 
74   fat tièfoèm 
75   hunger (general) e$tsçè 
76   hunger (for meat) e$tsçènjA$ 
77   iron (the metal) A$t è́n è́ 
78   one moè' 
79   two fiè 
80   three e$tAèlAè 
81   four i$hwA$ 
82   five e$tAèn 
83   six ndu$fuè 
84   seven sA$mbAèlAè 
85   eight i$fwA& 
86   nine nièkwç# 
87   ten wuèm 
88   come ziè'iè 
89   send (someone) tHuèm 
90   walk ƒi$ne$ 
91   fall e$gu$ 
92   leave njAène$ 
93   fly ZièA# 
94   pour gi$eè 
95   strike wuèruè 
96   bite noèm 
97   wash (transitive) suèk´è 
98   split (wood) sAèneè 
99   give nA$'Aè 
100  steal dZi 
101  squeeze kAèm 
102  cultivate xh è̈liè 
103  bury (transitive)          khi$´è 
104  burn (transitive)          tç$noè 
105  eat neè 
106  drink njçè 
107  vomit tH è̈ 
108  suck sçèç# 
109  spit (saliva) kiè¨ 
110  blow (on) f è̈̈ # 
111  swell mwoèlu$ 
112  give birth beè 
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113  die xh è̈ 
114  kill Z è̈ 
115  push dEè'E 
116  pull gwç& 
117  sing b $́neètsA# 
118  play (a game) SiènsA#n 
119  be afraid a$fA$nA$ 
120  want e$me$ 
121  say gA$ 
122  see z è̈ 
123  show theè 
124  hear zuè 
125  know e$khiè 
126  count tAè 
  
  
Ngwo  
  
1    mouth e$tSlu^ 
2    eye e$ƒçè 
3    head A$tH è̈ 
4    hair njçèr #́tH è̈ 
5    tooth e$SwA#N 
6    tongue e$n $́mEè 
7    nose e$Z è̈ 
8    ear A$tHˆmEè 
9    neck (front and back)      e$˜wE^ 
10   back of neck e$NwE^ 
11   throat a$dwuç˜ 
12   breast AèbAèn 
13   arm/hand A$bwçè 
14   claw eè˜gli 
15   nail (of hand) eè̃ glièbwç# 
16   leg Aèlo# 
17   foot Aèlo# 
18   buttock eètSi#rNdZi# 
19   belly eèbûm 
20   navel e@ètwA#n 
21   intestines/insides         eètweè 
22   blood A$nçèm 
23   urine e&ntsÊn 
24   bone a$wuè 
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25   skin gwûpkwA& 
26   wing A$blAèba$ 
27   feather A$wuèru$ 
28   horn e$ndwçèN 
29   tail e$kç#t 
30   human being ƒç̂ 
31   man (male) A$A#nçèm 
32   woman AèA#ƒeè 
33   husband eèe#nçèm 
34   child Nwçè 
35   name e$kuèmuè 
36   sky e$Zçèp 
37   night e#ntSli 
38   moon eètA$ 
39   sun eètaèn #́tSwe& 
40   wind e$fçèçè 
41   cloud e$mbE$' 
42   dew Ngeère$ 
43   rain e$mbo# 
44   ground tSwA ̂
45   sand e$ntSièreè 
46   path AèƒE$' 
47   water e$ndHˆè 
48   stream (river) e$dZièi# 
49   house ndçè 
50   fire e$w #̈ 
51   firewood e$wAè 
52   smoke e$Ngiè' 
53   ash A$buèn è́ 
54   knife eèbièEè 
55   rope e$nd¨#' 
56   spear e&Nwç# 
57   war (fight) e$bièriè 
58   animal njE^m 
59   meat njE^m 
60   dog bH¨ 
61   elephant A$Nkçè 
62   goat bh è̈ 
63   bird e$nç$nçè 
63   tortoise DISQUALIFIED 
65   snake dZuèeè 
66   fish S è̈ 
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67   (head) louse e$ntHièn 
68   egg A$kHç̂n 
69   tree A&Zçèrçè 
70   bark Nguèp $́zç$rçè 
71   root A&ƒAè 
72   leaf e$fuè 
73   salt e&NgwAèAè 
74   fat e$mpfçèm 
75   hunger (general) tSuèç#N 
76   hunger (for meat) tSuèçNjE$m 
77   iron (the metal) A$tHçènçè 
78   one NwAè' 
79   two Fie 
80   three e$teèt 
81   four e$kwE$ 
82   five eètA#n 
83   six e$mpf è̈ 
84   seven e$sAmbiE 
85   eight e$pfu$ç&n 
86   nine e$kçèç# 
87   ten e$wuèm 
88   come zeè'eè 
89   send (someone) tHçèm 
90   walk Zi$neè 
91   fall tH $̈r è̈ 
92   leave njE$neè 
93   fly pf¨$neè 
94   pour dçèNçè 
95   strike guèr è̈ 
96   bite nçèm 
97   wash (transitive)          s $̈̈ è 
98   split (wood) sAn è́ 
99   give ndE$'Eè 
100  steal dZi& 
101  squeeze kHAèm 
102  cultivate kièriè 
103  bury (transitive)          pAè 
104  burn (transitive)          sç$'çè 
105  eat Ndeè 
106  drink Nwçè 
107  vomit ZE& 
108  suck SwAè 
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109  spit (saliva) TH &̈mEèn 
110  blow (on) feèeè 
111  swell e$mo$n´è 
112  give birth e&be# 
113  die e&ku# 
114  kill Z è̈d è́ 
115  push tHièn è́ 
116  pull go$oè 
117  sing kwoèn è́ 
118  play (a game) Sièn #́tsA$n è́ 
119  be afraid eèbu#m 
120  want eèke# 
121  say gA# 
122  see Zçè̃  
123  show tHeèeè 
124  hear Z è̈r è́ 
125  know nE& 
126  count tAè 
  
  
Basa  
  
1    mouth çètSu# 
2    eye eès ^́ 
3    head Aètuè 
4    hair njçè'tu# 
5    tooth eèso# 
6    tongue eènEèmEè 
7    nose Z è̈Z #̈ 
8    ear AètuèNgu# 
9    neck (front and back) çèmmw¨ 
10   back of neck Fo$nkureèmwî 
11   throat ÎaèÎoèo 
12   breast ebEènEè 
13   arm/hand A$bwE^ 
14   claw ƒ¨bwE^ 
15   nail (of hand) e$ƒ¨bwE# 
16   leg A$ƒû 
17   foot e$gaèbAèwû 
18   buttock A$bie$tiètSA^ 
19   belly oèmNwA ̂
20   navel e$toèo# 
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21   intestines/insides çtwE^ 
22   blood NèkiEèsEè̂ 
23   urine NdZE»sÊ 
24   bone A$ƒ #̈f #̈ 
25   skin çèkuèbu# 
26   wing çèbAèbA# 
27   feather eèvi^ 
28   horn Ndoè 
29   tail ç#nhwçènç# 
30   human being wuèru$ 
31   man (male) wA$nuèmuè 
32   woman wA$Ze ̂
33   husband onuèmuè 
34   child wAènAè 
35   name oèƒA$mu# 
36   sky o$Zuè 
37   night e$Zièmi^ 
38   moon oètAèA 
39   sun TSwu$tSwE^ 
40   wind dAèf #̈ 
41   cloud mpÂ'saè 
42   dew NgE$sEè 
43   rain e$bHû 
44   ground tSwE$ 
45   sand n$ts¨̂ 
46   path g $̈kE^ 
47   water mwô 
48   stream (river) A$twE^ 
49   house n è̈ 
50   fire o$wuèSi ̂
51   firewood A$wE^ 
52   smoke o$njiƒ #̈ 
53   ash e$ntwEèsE^ 
54   knife o$bièi# 
55   rope e$ndA$nA$ 
56   spear e$ƒç^ 
57   war (fight) bliliè 
58   animal njA$mA$ 
59   meat o$du$gu$ 
60   dog Bû 
61   elephant gE$nE$mE$ 
62   goat Bwuètdi$ 
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63   bird fo$nE$mE$ 
63   tortoise DISQUALIFIED 
65   snake DZwe ̂
66   fish o$duègu#bÂ 
67   (head) louse A$gl$i$gwAè'Aè 
68   egg e$nuè 
69   tree A$tH #̈ 
70   bark o$kub $́AtH¨ 
71   root o$ƒA# 
72   leaf e$f è̈f #̈ 
73   salt o$NgiE ̂
74   fat A$fçèmç̂ 
75   hunger (general) tso$ 
76   hunger (for meat) dAènÎoèo# 
77   iron (the metal) A$kwE$ƒE$ 
78   one A$mo$'oè 
79   two o$fi$ 
80   three o$tSlA$ 
81   four o$hwA$ 
82   five e$tAènA$ 
83   six dç$Nfuè 
84   seven A$boèbAètSrA# 
85   eight N$gièhwA$ 
86   nine e$tAèn $́hwA$ 
87   ten e$ƒ #̈m #̈ 
88   come jEè'Eè 
89   send (someone) tHuèmuè 
90   walk gwE$Eè 
91   fall eèguèu# 
92   leave tAènièniè 
93   fly ÎAèƒA$lAè 
94   pour giE# 
95   strike nA@ènAè 
96   bite nuèmuè 
97   wash (transitive)          Suè 
98   split (wood) sAènAè 
99   give NA$'Aè 
100  steal o$dZiè 
101  squeeze kHAèmAè 
102  cultivate tEèmEè 
103  bury (transitive)          ni 
104  burn (transitive)          Soè 
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105  eat dz è́ 
106  drink NjçèNçè 
107  vomit TEèsEè 
108  suck Njuè̃ uè 
109  spit (saliva) TH è̈ 
110  blow (on) whu$Aè 
111  swell ÎAèmpu$ku$ 
112  give birth bE# 
113  die E$ƒ¨# 
114  kill Viè 
115  push Ba$'Aè 
116  pull Si$niè 
117  sing B $́ƒ¨ 
118  play (a game) ME$rEè 
119  be afraid plA$Aè 
120  want ZA$mAè 
121  say DzA$mAè 
122  see ZEènEè 
123  show ME$vEè 
124  hear Zuè 
125  know e$nEè'gEè 
126  count tAè 
  
  
Bakwa  
  
1    mouth çèSwi 
2    eye eèsEè 
3    head AètSuè 
4    hair seigwAètSuè 
5    tooth eèsç# 
6    tongue eènE# 
7    nose dzeègwi ̂
8    ear AètHuèAAA 
9    neck (front and back) ç#mmwi^ 
10   back of neck a$tekmwi^ 
11   throat n$tâƒÎ 
12   breast eè∫E^ 
13   arm/hand A$bçè 
14   claw e%gwuèb è́SE# 
15   nail (of hand) e$gwu$Aèbçè 
16   leg e$sAèwÊ 
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17   foot e$gaèbA#wÊ 
18   buttock A$beètSwi^ 
19   belly o$nwÂ 
20   navel eètç^ 
21   intestines/insides  çètsç# 
22   blood çè̃ ki^ 
23   urine ndêzE^ 
24   bone A$ƒ»´bE# 
25   skin njçèghE^ 
26   wing ç$bçèlçè 
27   feather ç#wi^ 
28   horn e$ni^ 
29   tail ç#kwÂ 
30   human being ç#hw è̈çN# 
31   man (male) gwA$nuèN 
32   woman ZwA$hê 
33   husband Zwan̂uèN 
34   child wAèA 
35   name ç$ƒwe^ 
36   sky eèZuè 
37   night e$ZièkE^ 
38   moon ç$tA^ 
39   sun tSweètSwe ̂
40   wind Afu$du$ 
41   cloud e$mpaè'a# 
42   dew A$g $́ZE^ 
43   rain mbE^ 
44   ground e$tsç^ 
45   sand sE#Si 
46   path jeèkE ̂
47   water mwÂ 
48   stream (river) A$tsç^ 
49   house nEè 
50   fire o$wuèZÊ 
51   firewood e$wuèZE^ 
52   smoke ç$dikeè 
53   ash e$ntsç̂ 
54   knife ç$bri^ 
55   rope N$kÂ 
56   spear e$ƒç^ 
57   war (fight) e$dZû 
58   animal njçèN 
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59   meat njçèN 
60   dog bwÂhçèhç# 
61   elephant A$fu$Nwu$ 
62   goat bwiè 
63   bird foène^ 
63   tortoise DISQUALIFIED 
65   snake dZç# 
66   fish o$duèguè 
67   (head) louse A$tSlA$NgwAè 
68   egg A$nwi^ 
69   tree A$tsE^ 
70   bark njç$gEAètsE 
71   root o$ƒAè 
72   leaf e$fo# 
73   salt fo$NgwA 
74   fat A$fç# 
75   hunger (general) A$toèjASÂ 
76   hunger (for meat)          A$ndç# 
77   iron (the metal) A$tHièE 
78   one fo$moè'o 
79   two o$nfi ̂
80   three o$ntrÂ 
81   four e$hwA$ 
82   five e$tÂ 
83   six rç$Nfuè 
84   seven A$bçèkwA$trA# 
85   eight N$gièhwÂ 
86   nine e$tièf è́hwÂ 
87   ten e$ƒAèbç̂ 
88   come Zeè 
89   send (someone) tSièi 
90   walk gi$kgiè 
91   fall gu$uè 
92   leave wA$'Aèfçè 
93   fly ƒA$lAè 
94   pour ge# 
95   strike ZwE^ 
96   bite noèmuè 
97   wash (transitive)          So$oè 
98   split (wood) kA$'Aè 
99   give nA$'Aè 
100  steal o$dZeè 
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101  squeeze kHçè 
102  cultivate ƒeèeè 
103  bury (transitive) jheèriè 
104  burn (transitive) twA$kaè 
105  eat DzE# 
106  drink njçè 
107  vomit tH è́zEè 
108  suck njçè 
109  spit (saliva) TSi$iè 
110  blow (on) f´$E# 
111  swell A$mpweè 
112  give birth Bi& 
113  die e$ƒE 
114  kill ƒwiè 
115  push ˜gi$riè 
116  pull Si$'iè 
117  sing B $́ƒE# 
118  play (a game) jw $́riè 
119  be afraid phi$Aè 
120  want mA$Aè 
121  say dzç$çè 
122  see Ji 
123  show mbE$vEè 
124  hear Zuè 
125  know khEè 
126  count tAè 
  
  
Banya  
  
1    mouth e$tsuèru$ 
2    eye e$ƒEèsi$ 
3    head Aèto^ 
4    hair Nçèçèto ̂
5    tooth eèsçèç# 
6    tongue nE$mE$ 
7    nose dZwièiè 
8    ear Aètç̂Nno# 
9    neck (front and back) eèmuèu# 
10   back of neck Tsi$eèkro&to^ 
11   throat ˜kra#to^ 
12   breast eèbEènE# 
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13   arm/hand AèbwE^ 
14   claw eèƒuèfu#Naème# 
15   nail (of hand) eèƒuèfu#wuèru# 
16   leg Aèwuèru$ 
17   foot eèduèbrAwuèruè 
18   buttock dzuèbu# 
19   belly eèbh¨^ 
20   navel eètç^ 
21   intestines/insides tsittwE^ 
22   blood AènEèmE# 
23   urine ntsEèE# 
24   bone Aèƒ´̂fu# 
25   skin gu&ru# 
26   wing A$pAèpE# 
27   feather e$tçè̃ g ^̈ 
28   horn N$dçè 
29   tail eèkwono# 
30   human being wu$ru$ 
31   man (male) wuèr $́nu# 
32   woman wuèr $́jE^ 
33   husband eènuèN#N# 
34   child wAèdE ̂
35   name eèxh è̈̈ è 
36   sky eèZû 
37   night eèz è̈m¨$ 
38   moon eètÂ 
39   sun tS¨̂ 
40   wind Aèf $́f $́ 
41   cloud m$paè'si 
42   dew gEèse# 
43   rain m$b $̈ 
44   ground nsiè 
45   sand eèƒuètu# 
46   path ndZi$kE$ 
47   water nd è̈̈ # 
48   stream (river) findrô 
49   house e$n #̈ 
50   fire eèwièsi# 
51   firewood eèwE^ 
52   smoke eèn è̈k #̈ 
53   ash eèb è̈t #̈ 
54   knife eèbe^ 
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55   rope eèn è̈k $̈ 
56   spear eèƒçèç# 
57   war (fight) bi#ri# 
58   animal NAème# 
59   meat eèduègu# 
60   dog bwçèkuèkwo$ 
61   elephant A$Nkç# 
62   goat bh #̈ 
63   bird fiènneène# 
63   tortoise DISQUALIFIED 
65   snake dZwe# 
66   fish eèduègbrÂ 
67   (head) louse Nèkuènu# 
68   egg eèbuèm è́Ng¨̂ 
69   tree Aèz è́rE# 
70   bark gwçèz $́rE# 
71   root eèƒÂ 
72   leaf eèf è́f #́ 
73   salt f &́NgwA^ 
74   fat tsièfoèmo# 
75   hunger (general) tsç$ 
76   hunger (for meat)          tsç#duègu# 
77   iron (the metal) A$krçètEène$ 
78   one Aèmoè'o# 
79   two eèfê 
80   three eètrAèA# 
81   four e$x¨E$ 
82   five e$tAène$ 
83   six nuèmfu# 
84   seven A$biEètrÂ 
85   eight beèxhwi&xhwE$ 
86   nine e$tAènexwE$ 
87   ten e$ƒ è̈m #̈ 
88   come zièle# 
89   send (someone) tuèmuè 
90   walk A$xwE$ 
91   fall eèguèu# 
92   leave NAènA# 
93   fly Aèƒ $́rA# 
94   pour giE# 
95   strike wEèmE# 
96   bite nuèmuè 
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97   wash (transitive)  Swç# 
98   split (wood) sAènde# 
99   give NA#'A# 
100  steal eèdZièi# 
101  squeeze kAème# 
102  cultivate AèfièE# 
103  bury (transitive) kièriè 
104  burn (transitive) toèno# 
105  eat Nji#i# 
106  drink Nç# 
107  vomit tEèsi# 
108  suck n è́rA# 
109  spit (saliva) TwE$z è́rE$ 
110  blow (on) f #́fu# 
111  swell mu#ru# 
112  give birth bi#i# 
113  die xh #̈ 
114  kill wi#i# 
115  push ˜iètE# 
116  pull SinE# 
117  sing kwoènoè 
118  play (a game) eèmw è́ti$ 
119  be afraid eèfAène$ 
120  want eèduèku# 
121  say ga#mA# 
122  see zE#E# 
123  show t è̈f¨# 
124  hear Zuèu# 
125  know tSi#nE# 
126  count tA# 
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